The impact of interference on multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems has attracted recent interest. Most studies of channel estimation and data detection for MIMO systems consider spatially and temporally white interference at the receiver. In this paper, we address channel estimation, interference correlation estimation and data detection for MIMO systems under both spatially and temporally colored interference. We examine the case of one dominant interferer in which the data rate of the desired user could be the same or a multiple of that of the interferer. Assuming known temporal interference correlation as a benchmark, we derive maximum-likelihood estimates of the channel matrix and spatial interference correlation matrix, and apply these estimates to a generalized version of the BLAST (Bell Labs Layered Space-Time) ordered data detection algorithm. We then investigate the performance loss by not exploiting interference correlation. For a (5, 5) MIMO system undergoing independent Rayleigh fading, we observe that exploiting both spatial and temporal interference correlation in channel estimation and data detection results in potential gains of 1.5dB and 4dB for an interferer operating at the same data rate and at half the data rate, respectively. Ignoring temporal correlation, it is found that spatial correlation accounts for about 1 db of this gain.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless systems with multiple transmitting and receiving antennas have been shown to have a large Shannon channel capacity in a rich scattering environment [1] [2] . By transmitting parallel data streams over a multiple-input multi-output (MIMO) channel, it was shown that the Shannon capacity of the MIMO channel increases significantly with the number of transmitting and receiving antennas [2] . Layered space-time architectures were proposed for high-rate transmission in [3] and [4] . Space-time coding techniques have also been investigated [5] [6] .
While substantial research efforts have focussed on point-to-point MIMO link performance, the impact of interference on MIMO systems has received less interest. In a cellular environment, co-channel interference (CCI) from other cells exists due to channel reuse. In [7] , channel capacities in the presence of spatially colored interference were derived under different assump-tions of knowledge of the channel matrix and interference statistics at the transmitter. The impact of spatially colored interference on MIMO channel capacity was studied in [8] [9] [10] . The capacity of MIMO systems with interference in the limiting case of a large number of antennas was studied in [11] . The overall capacity of a group of users each employing a MIMO link was investigated in [12] . The output signal-to-interference-power ratio (SIR) was analytically calculated in [13] when a single data stream is transmitted over independent Rayleigh MIMO channels. While the majority of the studies deal with channel capacity, in this paper we will focus on the achievable symbol error rate performance of a MIMO link with interference.
Prior results on estimation of vector channels and spatial interference statistics for CDMA (code division multiple access) single-input multiple-output systems can be found in [14] . Most studies of channel estimation and data detection for MIMO systems assume spatially and temporally white interference. For example, in [15] , maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of the channel matrix using training sequences was presented assuming temporally white interference.
Assuming perfect knowledge of the channel matrix at the receiver, ordered zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) detection were studied for both spatially and temporally white interference in [4] and [16] , respectively. However, in cellular systems, the interference is, in general, both spatially and temporally colored.
In this paper, we propose and study a new algorithm that jointly estimates the channel matrix and the spatial interference correlation matrix in a maximum-likelihood framework. We develop a multi-vector-symbol MMSE data detector that exploits interference correlation. In the case of a single dominant interferer and large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we show that spatial and temporal second-order interference statistics can be decoupled in the form of a matrix Kronecker product. In finite SNR, the decoupling of spatial and temporal statistics of interference-plusnoise is only an approximation. We also determine the conditions where this approximation breaks down.
Although temporal interference correlation is difficult to estimate in practice, our objectives are to determine the performance benchmark achieved if temporal correlation were known. As sources of temporal correlation, we consider cases in which the data rate of the desired user is either the same as or a multiple of that of the interferer. The new ML algorithm serves as a performance benchmark when temporal and spatial interference correlation are exploited in joint channel estimation and data detection. We also assess the performance improvement obtained in more practical cases where only part of the correlation information is exploited, including the performance obtained by assuming temporally white interference, i.e., ignoring temporal correlation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present our system model of temporal and spatial interference. In Section III, we derive ML estimates of channel and spatial interference correlation matrices assuming known temporal interference correlation. In Section IV, one-vector-symbol detection is extended to a multi-vector-symbol version which is used to exploit temporal interference correlation. In Section V, we consider the case of one interferer and large SNR and assess the benefits of taking temporal and/or spatial interference correlation into account for channel estimation and data detection. We then examine the level of SNR at which the approximation of separate spatial and temporal interference-plus-noise statistics break down.
In cases where the spatial and temporal correlation are not separable, the performance improvement obtained by exploiting the spatial correlation is evaluated. For reference, comparisons are made to the well-known Direct Matrix Inversion (DMI) algorithm [25] , generalized to multiple input signals, a batch method that does not require estimates of channel and spatial interference correlation matrices.
In the paper, notation (·)
T refers to transpose, (·) * refers to conjugate, (·) † refers to conjugate transpose, and I N refers to an N × N identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single-user link consisting of N t transmitting and N r receiving antennas, denoted as (N t , N r ). The desired user transmits data frame by frame. Each frame has M data vectors. The first N data vectors are used for training so that the desired user's channel matrix and interference statistics can be estimated, and the remaining data vectors are for information transmission. In a slow flat fading environment, the received signal vector at time j is expressed as
where x j is the transmitted data vector, H is the N r × N t spatial channel gain matrix, and interference vector n j is zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian. We assume channel matrix H is fixed during one frame. This is a reasonable assumption since high speed data services envisioned for MIMO systems are generally intended for low mobility users. By the same argument, it is also assumed that the interference statistics are fixed during one frame.
In practice, the interference may be both spatially and temporally correlated. We assume that the cross-correlation between the interference vectors at time i and j is E n i n † j
is the correlation between the ith and jth elements of interference vector
As a result, the covariance matrix of the concatenated interference vectorn = [n
where ⊗ denotes Kronecker product, and matrices Λ Λ Λ M and R capture the temporal and spatial correlation of the interference, respectively. The above model implies that the spatial and temporal interference statistics are separable. The correlation matrices Λ Λ Λ M and R are determined by the application-specific signal model. In Section V, we provide an example in which the interference covariance matrix has the above Kronecker product form. When the interference statistics can only be approximated by (2) , the conditions where this approximation breaks down are investigated in Section V-D.3. In addition to interference correlation, we remark that a decoupled temporal and spatial correlation structure arises in the statistics of fading vector channels consisting of a mobile with one antenna and a base station with an antenna array [17] .
III. JOINT ESTIMATION OF CHANNEL AND SPATIAL INTERFERENCE STATISTICS
During a training period of N vector symbols, we concatenate the received signal vectors, the training signal vectors and the interference vectors asȳ = [y
T , respectively. The received signal in (1) is rewritten as the vector
wheren is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with zero-mean and covariance matrix Λ Λ Λ N ⊗ R. Assuming prior knowledge of temporal interference correlation matrix Λ Λ Λ N , we need to estimate channel matrix H and spatial interference correlation matrix R. If R and Λ Λ Λ N are nonsingular, the conditional probability density function (PDF)
A. Maximum-likelihood solution
The ML estimate of the pair of matrices (H, R) is the value of (H, R) that maximizes the conditional PDF in (3), which is equivalent to maximizing ln Pr(ȳ|H, R).
Letting A and B denote m × m and n × n square matrices, and using identities [18] 
, A and B are nonsingular, it can be shown that maximizing (3) is equivalent to minimizing
Denoting the elements of
we rewrite (4) as
To find the value of (H, R) that minimizes f (H, R) in (6), we set ∂f (H, R)/∂H = 0.
Define the weighted sample correlation matrices 1 as
Using identities of matrix derivative [18] , it can be shown [19] that (6) is minimized bŷ
Setting ∂f (Ĥ, R)/∂R = 0, it can also be shown that the estimate of spatial interference correlation matrix is given bŷ
We remark that ifR xy andR xx in (10) were instead known cross-and auto-correlation matrices, the estimate for H would represent the Wiener solution.
B. Special case: temporally white interference
If interference is temporally white, with loss of generality, we may substitute Λ Λ Λ N = I N into (7)- (12), and obtain estimatesĤ
andR w = R yy −Ĥ w R xy (14) where the subscript w indicates temporally white interference, and the sample correlation matri-
and
Note thatĤ w in (13) is the same as the channel estimate used in [15] .
C. Whitening filter interpretation
To obtain insight on the estimates in (10) and (12), we let the received signal vectors during the training period undergo a linear transformation where the transformed received signal vectors
At the output of the transformation, we have
where the transformed training signal vectors and interference vectors are
respectively. Concatenating the transformed interference vectors asn
Since the covariance matrix ofn is Λ Λ Λ N ⊗ R, the covariance matrix ofn is
where we used [18] . We also used the fact that temporal correlation matrix Λ Λ Λ N is symmetric, as well as
is obvious that the transformed interference vectors n 0 . . . n N −1 are temporally white with spatial correlation matrix R.
As a result, we can estimate H and R from the sample correlation matrices of transformed signal vectors as in Section III-B. The sample correlation matrix
which shows that the weighted sample correlation matrix of y 0 . . . y N −1 is equivalent to the sample correlation matrix of y 0 . . . y N −1 . Similarly, the weighted sample correlation matrices R xy andR xx are equivalent to the sample correlation matrices R x y and R x x , respectively.
Therefore, the estimates in (10) and (12) can also be realized by first temporally whitening the interference, and then forming the estimates from the sample correlation matrices of the transformed signal vectors.
IV. DATA DETECTION
We focus on ordered MMSE detection due to the better performance of MMSE compared to ZF detection [20] . For received signal vector y i = Hx i + n i , modifying the BLAST algorithm in [16] , the steps of ordered MMSE detection of x i from y i with estimated channel and interference spatial correlation matrices are as follows:
Step 1 Initialization:
Step 2 Calculate the estimation error covariance matrix
the mth signal component ofx k has the smallest estimation error variance.
Step 3 Calculate the weighting matrix
. The mth ele-
) denotes the mth row of matrix A k and Q(·) denotes the slicing operation appropriate to the signal constellation.
Step 4 Assuming the detected signal is correct, remove the detected signal from the received
where H k (:, m) denotes the mth column of H k .
Step 5 H k+1 is obtained by eliminating the mth column of matrix H k .x k+1 is obtained by eliminating the mth component of vectorx k .
Step 6 If k < N t , increment k and go to Step 2.
We refer this scheme as one-vector-symbol detection as we detect x i using y i only.
When interference is temporally colored, there may be performance to be gained by taking the temporal interference correlation into account. That is, we may use y N +1 , . . . , y M to detect
where N is the training length and M is the frame length. Due to the complexity of using all the received signal vectors and for simplicity of presentation, we consider two-vector-symbol detection in which (y i , y i+1 ) is used to detect (x i , x i+1 ) jointly. The one-vector-symbol algorithm can be easily extended to the two-vector-symbol version by writing 
With the estimated channel, an estimate ofȞ, denoted asĤ, can be obtained. Using the estimated spatial interference correlation and the known temporal interference correlation, we are able to estimate the covariance matrix ofň i , denoted asR. Replacing x i , y i ,Ĥ andR in the one-vector-symbol algorithm byx i ,y i ,Ĥ andR, respectively, we obtain the two-vectorsymbol detection algorithm.
V. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we apply the channel estimation in Section III and data detection in Section IV to the case of a single-user link with one dominant co-channel interferer operating at different data rates.
A. System model
Consider a desired user with one dominant co-channel interferer. The assumption of one cochannel interferer can apply to cellular TDMA or FDMA systems when sectoring is used. For example, in 7-cell reuse systems, with 60 degree sectors, the number of co-channel interfering cells would be reduced to one [21] . We assume that desired and interfering users have N t and L transmitting antennas, respectively, and that there are N r receiving antennas. Assuming thermal noise is small relative to interference, we ignore thermal noise in the problem formulation.
An investigation of this assumption in channels with noise appears in Section V-D.3. We also assume that over the duration of a transmitted frame, a randomly delayed replica of the interfering signal is transmitted continuously and that the interference statistics do not change. This assumption may not hold for asynchronous packet transmission systems. In a slow flat fading environment, the vector signal at receiving antennas is
where M is the frame length, and H (N r × N t ) and H I (N r × L) are the channel matrices of the desired and interfering users, respectively. The channel matrices are also assumed fixed over a frame, and have independent realizations from frame to frame. The data transmission rates of the desired and interfering users are 1/T and 1/T I , respectively. The spectra of transmit impulse responsesg(t) andg I (t) are square-root raised cosines with parameters T and T I , respectively.
The same rolloff factor, β, is assumed for bothg(t) andg I (t). The data vectors of the desired and interfering users are x k (N t × 1) and b k (L × 1), respectively. We assume that data symbols in x k 's and b k 's are mutually independent, zero-mean and with unit variance. We denote P s and P I as the transmit powers of the desired and interfering users, respectively. The delay of the interfering user relative to the desired user is τ , assumed to lie in 0 ≤ τ < T I .
Passing y(t) in (19) through a filter matched to the transmit impulse response of the desired user,g(t), the vector signal at the output of the matched filter is
where g(t) =g(t) * g(t), g I (t) =g I (t) * g(t), and * denotes convolution. As a result, g(t) has a raised cosine spectrum and satisfies the Nyquist condition for zero intersymbol interference.
Assuming perfect synchronization for the desired user, as we sample the output of the matched filter (20) at time t = jT , we obtain
The interference vector n j is zero-mean since the data vector of interferer b k is zero-mean. Note that there is no intersymbol interference for the desired user. However, due to the interferer's delay and/or mismatch between the transmit and receive impulse responses, intersymbol interference exists for the interferer.
B. Interference statistics
The cross-correlation between the interference vectors in (21) at time jT and qT is
where the last equality is due to the facts that
During a training period of N vector symbols, the covariance matrix of the concatenated
T has the form of (2) where
The N r × N r spatial correlation matrix R is determined by the interferer's channel matrix. The N × N temporal correlation matrix Λ Λ Λ N depends on parameters T and T I , delay τ and pulse g I (t); it can be calculated a priori if these parameters are known. The temporal correlation is due to intersymbol interference in the sampled interfering signal. We remark that for the case of multiple interferers with the same delay, the covariance matrix of interference also has the form of (2).
We study temporal interference correlation in the cases where (1) the interferer has the same data rate as that of the desired signal (T = T I ), and (2) the data rate of the desired user is an integer multiple of that of the interferer (T I = mT , m > 1).
1) Interferer at the same data rate as desired signal:
With T = T I , g I (t) has a raised cosine spectrum and is given by [22] 
We note that Λ Λ Λ N (j, q) depends on j − q. This indicates that the sequence consisting of interference vectors is stationary. Hence, the temporal correlation matrix is symmetric Toeplitz. By appropriate truncation of the infinite series in (22), we can numerically calculate the temporal correlation matrix. For the case of β = 1, T = 1 and τ = 0.5, the elements of the temporal correlation matrix are
2) Interferer at a lower data rate than desired signal: It can be shown that g I (t) is given by
where N/m where · rounds the argument to the nearest integer towards infinity [24] . For the case of T I = 2T , T = 1, β = 1, τ = 0.25 and training length N = 6, by numerical calculation of (22) with appropriate series truncation, the temporal correlation matrix is 
Note that Λ Λ Λ 6 in (25) is singular as the number of nontrivial eigenvalues is 3.
C. Data detection without estimating channel and interference
During a training period of N symbol vectors, instead of estimating the channel matrix and interference statistics, one can alternatively employ a least-squares (LS) estimate of matrix M which minimizes the average estimation error
By setting ∂f 2 (M )/∂M = 0, we obtain
where sample correlation matrices R xy and R yy are defined in (16) and (15) 
D. Simulation results
Monte-Carlo simulations are used to assess the benefits of taking temporal and spatial interference correlation into account for channel estimation and data detection in the case of one interferer. Although temporal interference correlation may be difficult to estimate in practice,
we examine this as a benchmark and determine the performance loss due to ignoring this correlation. We evaluate average symbol error rates (SERs) in independent Rayleigh fading channels of rich scattering, i.e., the elements in channel matrices H and H I are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian with unit variance. We assume that the desired user has 5 transmitting and 5 receiving antennas, and the interfering user has 6 transmitting antennas 2 . Both the desired and interfering users employ uncoded QPSK modulation.
The training signal vectors are columns of an FFT matrix [16] to guarantee orthogonal training sequences from different transmitting antennas. We define signal-to-interference-power-ratio SIR(dB) = 10 log P s /P I . Without loss of generality, we set P I = 1 in the simulation. The SERs of two cases are simulated: (1) interferer at the same data rate as the desired signal, and (2) the data rate of the desired user is twice that of the interferer.
In Figs (d) only the channel matrix H is estimated assuming temporally white interference; an identity spatial interference correlation matrix is used in one-vector-symbol data detection (curve 6).
(e) LS estimate of the transmitted signal vector without ordered detection (Section V-C) (curve 7).
We remark that cases (a) and (b) are benchmarks presented for reference while case (d) corresponds to the well-known BLAST system in [4] [16].
1) Interferer at the same data rate as desired signal:
We examine the case of T = 1, β = 1, τ = 1/2, and the nonsingular temporal interference correlation matrix shown in (24) . Figs. 1 to 2 show the average SERs for training lengths 2N t and 4N t , respectively. Comparing the LS detection (curve 7) with other methods, much lower symbol error rates can be achieved by using ordered MMSE detection as expected.
Comparing curves 5 and 6, we observe that for a training length of 4N t symbols, gains can be obtained by estimating spatial interference correlation. However, shorter training lengths such as 2N t produce inaccurate estimates of spatial interference correlation which in turn do not yield any benefit over assuming spatially white interference. As expected, we observe that the improvement by taking into account estimated spatial correlation increases with longer training lengths.
Examining curves 3 and 5 in Fig. 2 , we observe that the improvement in taking temporal interference correlation into account in channel estimation is not significant. Moreover, this rate of improvement rapidly diminishes as the training length increases. This can be explained by noting that in estimating channel and spatial interference correlation matrices for temporally colored interference, the received signal vectors first undergo a transformation which temporally whitens the interference vectors as discussed in Section III-C. Since the temporal correlation in (24) drops quickly to zero after one time lag, the benefit in temporal whitening of interference vectors is not significant, especially for long training lengths.
By comparing curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 2 , there is a slight improvement in using two-vectorsymbol over one-vector-symbol detection. This implies that not much gain can be achieved by taking temporal interference correlation into account in data detection owing to the low temporal correlation. Due to better estimates of channel and interference spatial correlation matrices obtained with a longer training length, the performance gap between curves 3 and 4
should increase as the training length increases.
By comparing curves 4 and 6 in Fig. 2 , we observe a 1.5dB gain in SIR obtained by estimating spatial interference correlation and taking explicit advantage of known temporal interference correlation in channel estimation and data detection using a training length of 4N t . About 1dB of that gain is due to the estimation of spatial interference correlation, and the remaining 0.5dB gain is due to exploiting temporal interference correlation in channel estimation and data detection.
2) Interferer at a lower data rate than desired signal:
We examine the case of T I = 2T , T = 1, β = 1, τ = 0.25 and the temporal interference correlation matrix for training length N = 6 shown in (25) . Recall that the temporal correlation matrix for the lower-data-rateinterferer case is singular. To avoid the singularity, the diagonal elements of Λ Λ Λ N are increased by a small amount; hence, the temporal correlation matrix used for channel estimation may be modified to Λ Λ Λ N + δI N within the proposed framework. In our simulation, we chose δ = 0.01.
The same set of average SER curves as in the same-data-rate-interferer case are simulated.
Figs. 3 to 4 show the SERs for different training lengths. As in the case of the same-data-rate interferer, curve 7 illustrates the poor performance without ordered detection. Curves 5 and 6
suggest that for short training lengths it is better to estimate only the channel matrix and assume spatially white interference in data detection; however, for moderately long training lengths, gains can be obtained by estimating spatial interference correlation.
By examining curves 3 and 5 in Fig. 4 , we observe that the improvement in taking temporal interference correlation into account in channel estimation, although larger than that in the samedata-rate-interferer case due to the high temporal correlation in the lower-data-rate-interferer case, is still not that significant.
In contrast to the same-data-rate-interferer case, curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 4 show that the improvement of two-vector-symbol over one-vector-symbol detection is significant due to the higher temporal interference correlation. This implies that significant gain can be achieved by taking known temporal interference correlation into account in data detection for the lower-datarate-interferer case.
By comparing curves 4 and 6 in Fig. 4 , for training length 4N t , there is a total of 4dB gain in SIR by estimating spatial interference correlation and taking advantage of known temporal interference correlation in channel estimation and data detection. About 3.5dB of the gain is due to exploiting temporal interference correlation in channel estimation and data detection.
3) Effect of model mismatch:
With one interferer and a finite SNR, the interference-plusnoise statistics can only be approximately modelled using a Kronecker product. Here, we inves-tigate when this approximation breaks down. We model thermal noise as a zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vector with covariance matrix σ 2 I N r , i.e., independent from antenna to antenna, with noise power σ 2 on each antenna. We define interference-to-noise-powerratio INR = 10 log P I /σ 2 , where P I = 1 in used in the simulations. For the case of an interferer at the same data rate and using a training length 4N t , we observe in curves 3 and 5 in Fig. 5 that at INRs below 17dB, taking interference temporal correlation into account appears not to be of benefit. Fig. 6 shows the corresponding comparison for the case of the lower-data-rate interferer.
In this case, temporal correlation is larger and the decoupled model of interference-plus-noise statistics breaks down at INRs lower than 12dB.
4) Effect of exploiting spatial interference-plus-noise correlation:
From the above results, temporal interference correlation, even if known, may not result in a performance benefit at lower INRs due to model mismatch. Therefore, we assess the benefit of taking only the spatial correlation of interference-plus-noise into account. As a reference, we compare performance to the case of assuming interference-plus-noise to be spatially white. With total interference power fixed, Fig. 7 compares the average SER for one (solid line) and two (broken line) interferers. In the case of two interferers, the interferers have equal power and random relative delays. Both desired and interfering users employ a (5, 5) MIMO link, a total-interference-to-noise-ratio of 12dB, and the training length is 4N t . Both the desired and interfering users operate at the same data rate. Fig. 7 shows that for one interferer, there is 1.2dB gain over a wide range of SINRs by estimating the spatial correlation of interference-plus-noise. For the case of two equal-powered interferers, the corresponding gain in SINR is negligible. power fixed, the solid lines are for one interferer, and the broken lines are for two interferers. Both the desired and interfering users employ a (5, 5) MIMO link, the same data rate, total-interference-to-noise-ratio of 12dB, and training length of 4N t .
